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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE STATES







is d-dimensional (2  d <1). Then the set of states we
are going to study, which will be denoted byW, is the set
of density operators, which commute with all unitaries of
the form U 
 U 
U . The subsets of W we will compute
will be denoted by B
1
, for the 1j23-biseparable states, P
1
for the states with positive partial transpose with respect





 W. We will see that all these inclusions
are strict, even if we take biseparability with respect to







It is a fundamental fact from the representation the-
ory of classical groups [4] that these states are precisely
those which can be written as a linear combination of
permutation operators






































implementing the permutation symmetry of the three
sites. For density operators hermiticity and normaliza-
tion reduce the 3! = 6 complex parameters to ve real
ones (an explicit choice will be made below).










with respect to the normalized invariant measure \dU"
of the unitary group U
d
denes a twirl operation with
the property  2 W () P = .
Up to here all statements generalize easily to an arbi-
trary number of factors, and some are even valid for an
arbitrary averaging operation with respect to a compact
symmetry group. However, to carry the analysis further
one needs at least a precise description of the range of the
coeÆcients 

in equation (4), such that the sum indeed
represents a density operator. In general this is diÆcult,
although sometimes [2] one even gets a simplex. In the
case we study in this paper, the positivity of (4) is best


































































































tions commuting with all V

, and adding up to one. The
R
i



















Now every operator  in the linear span of the permuta-







, and positivity of  is equivalent to the
positivity of all three operators. This leads to the follow-
ing Criterion:












(). Moreover, each  2 W is uniquely

















































to be redundant, we get a simple
representation of W as a convex set in 5 dimensions.
Note that in this parametrization the set W does not
depend on the dimension d with one exception: for d = 2
the anti-symmetric projection R
 
is simply zero, so for
qubits we get the additional constraint r
 
= 0: Although
in the case of three Qubits the dimensionality of the set
is the same as in [2] the two sets dier. In fact the set
presented in [2] can be obtained by averaging over a group
of local unitaries of order 24.
With this parametrization we can describe the 5 di-











) in the corresponding
Bloch sphere of radius r
0




. We note that





















The basic results are summarized in Figure 1. On the
one hand, each point in this triangle corresponds to a






= 0, i.e., a per-
mutation invariant state. On the other hand, each such











), all of which are pro-











only the abscissa EB remains. Otherwise all statements
































by permutation averaging. Marked points: see
text.
A. Triseparable States
The black triangle ABC in Figure 1 is the set of trisep-
arable states. Its vertices are obtained by taking suit-











k = 1), and applying the averaging projection P.















i = cos(2=3) : (10)
Note that the \Mercedes Star" conguration for C re-
quires only two dimensions, whereas A requires d  3.
The technique for getting all of T is similar: an arbitrary
pure product state is projected into W, and T is com-
puted as the convex hull of these points. This is more
diÆcult than it sounds, and the details will be presented
elsewhere. The result can be summarized as follows.
Criterion 2 A state  2 W is triseparable if and only if
the following inequalities are satised:




















































; 0; 0; 0) are in
the plane r
 
= 0, i.e., they can also be realized by three




), the shape of T , as embedded in






) is shown in
Figure 2 (innermost convex set). Its threefold symmetry
is the residue of the permutations of the three sites.
B. Biseparable States
We x the partition 1j23 of the system. Since the pro-
jection of permutation averaging does not preserve bisep-
arability with respect to this partition, we now have to
distinguish two sets in Figure 1: those which are bisep-






= 0, hence permutation
invariant (represented as dark grey or black), and those
which are the images of some biseparable state under
permutation averaging (represented as light grey). So a







) one gets a biseparable state. Special
points with this property are represented by white circles,
as opposed to lled circles, which lie in the plane.
One interesting point in Figure 1 is G = (
1
5
; 0). It is
biseparable and also permutation invariant. In particu-
lar, it is biseparable for any partition of the system. But
it is not triseparable and, in fact, the only extreme point
of the permutation invariant biseparable set, which is not
triseparable. It can be obtained by applying P to the





The basic technique for computing B
1
is the same as in
the triseparable case: one takes pure states with vectors





, and computes the convex hull
of their images under P. Some special extreme points of
B
1
are given below. They have the additional property
of being invariant under the exchange of systems 2 and




= 0. The following






), and the vector 	, in a
suitable basis.

















) (j123i   j132i)=
p
2 : (14)
In addition to these four points there is a sphere





dimensions, which is tangent to the line connecting D
and E. The inequalities describing the biseparable set
B
1
are given in the following
3
Criterion 3 A state  2 W is biseparable with respect






of the following conditions holds:
(a) (3r
 




























































For a typical point in Figure 1, the subset B
1
in the
Bloch sphere is depicted in Figure 2. Note that the
boundary is composed of two quadratic surfaces, corre-
















= 0:1 in W
0
. Innermost solid: triseparable states T . Be-




C. States with Positive Partial Transpose
Holding the partition 1j23 xed we can compare the
set of states with positive partial transpose with respect




. If Peres' Criterion were





turns out that the inclusion is strict, but in several re-
spects the criterion is amazingly good. To begin with,
the intersections of both sets with two important hyper-
planes coincide: namely (1) the r
 
= 0 plane (in partic-





i.e. for states which are invariant under the 2$ 3 inter-
change. In particular, the projections to the permutation
invariant subset coincide, so no dierence can be seen in
Figure 1.
Despite this similarity the technique for computing P
1
is completely dierent. The key is the observation that
partial transposition in the rst factor maps operators
commuting with all unitaries (U 
 U 
 U ) to operators
commuting with all unitaries of the form (U 
 U 
 U ).
Obviously, the latter set is again an algebra, which even
happens to be isomorphic to the algebra (U 
 U 
 U )-
invariant operators: two one-dimensional summands plus
the 22-matrices. Hence positivity of partial transposes
can be decided along the same lines as in Criterion 1.





), k = +; ; 1; 2; 3. Then the partial
transpose of  with respect to the rst tensor factor is
positive, i.e.  2 P
1






























Note that condition (15c) is exactly the same as the
quadratic inequality in Criterion 3, Part(b). Therefore,
we need not even provide a new plot for the set P
1
: In
Figure 2, this set can be obtained simply by extending
the quadratic surface, which wraps around T , all the way





is only that states in B
1
have to satisfy an additional quadratic inequality, which
is represented in Figure 2 by the surface tangent to the
Bloch sphere.
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